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ABSTRACT
This document describes a digitalcomputer program developed to simulate the single
pass and single skipout trajectories for a lifting-typevehicle during atmospheric entry.
The description includes a mathematical model, a computer program description, a
userts guide, an operatorts and programmerts guide, a test case, and a program
listing. The mathematical model describes the equations used in generating the tra-
Jectory. The computer program description includes flow charts and detailed equations,
on which the development of the computer program was based. Itwas written in
FORTRAN IV for the IBM 7094 system.
vii
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The computer program defined by this document is designed to simulate the flight of a
lifting vehicle during atmospheric entry. Single pass as well as single sldpout tra-
Jectories can be simulated. It also forms the basis of the nominal and actual trajec-
tory block as used in the performance assessment program for aided-insrtial entry
guidance systems. The basic assumptions and the general structure of the mathe-
matical model are described in Section 2.
Section 3 contains flow charts describing the logical flow and detailed equations used
in the program. The flow charts are designed to provide insight into the program op-
erations at decreasing levels of logical and computational complexity. The highest
level flow chart, Level I, depicts the basic functional structure of the program. Each
block of this chart is brokBn into lower-level flow charts until no further logic has to
described. The equations which are programmed are usually stated together with the
lowest level flow charts.
Section 4
program
input and
contains a user's guide which describes the modes of operation of the
and its capabilities. The input sheet is provided and a test case including
sample output is provided.
Section 5 contains an Operator and Programmer Guide.
Section 6 lists technical references pertinent to the development of the program. To
facilitate the interpretation of the program listing, contained in Appendix 7.2, trans-
literations between FORTRAN IV names and equation symbols are contained in
Appendix 7.1.
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2.0 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
2.1 BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND GENERAL STRUCTURE OF TRAJECTORY PROFILE
The model for the nominal re-entry trajectory which provides acceleration, velocity,
position, and attitide as a function of time for the performance assessment of aided-
inertial re-entry guidance systems, as described below, is based upon the following
general assumptions.
a. Physical Environment
Nonrotating planet with a spherically symmetric gravitational potential and
and exponential nonrotating atmosphere constitutes the physical environment.
b. Vehicle Configuration
A rigid lifting vehicle without any thrusting capability outside that required
for attitude changes is assumed.
c. Nominal Control
Aerodynamic control is achieved through a change of the roll angle. The
control philosophy is dependent upon the specific phase and is described
below in a phenomonological manner.
The mathematical model is formulated in such a fashion that at most seven phases can
be encountered in one trajectory. On the other hand, it is possible that the starting
point can lie in any of these phases. These phases are schematically depicted in
Figure 1.
The model can describe the following major mission profiles:
ao
b.
Single-pass trajectories. This class encompasses those trajectories in
which the vehicle does not leave the atmosphere after it entered it once.
Single-skipout trajectories. This class encompasses those trajectories
for which two atmospheric phases are connected with each other by a
free-fall orbit.
In addition to these two major classes the model provides the possibility of describing
other trajectories such as those encountered in atmospheric braking maneuvers. The
latter can be simulated by starting the program in phase 3.
For the sake of clarity, the different phases, as numbered in Figure 1 (i. e., assuming
a single-skipout trajectory) are defined as follows.
Phase 1: Initial entry phase. A constant roll angle control policy is used during
this phase. The sign of the roll angle is allowed to change so that the
2-1
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Figure 1. Trajectory Profile (Schematic)
Phase 2:
Phase 3:
Phase 4:
Phase 5
and 6:
Phase 7:
vehicle will remain sufficiently near to its initial trajectory plane.
nFirstn constant altitude phase. The roll angle is changed such that
the vehicle maintains constant altitude.
i
Pullout phase. The roll angle is changed according to a prespecified
time history. This is done by specifying the coefficients of two second-
order polynomials in time. The length of time that the two curve fit
control laws are used may be specified. If the vehicle has a high
enough speed and appropriate coefficients are specified, a path may be
generated such that phase 4 will be entered.
Skipout phase. No trajectory control since it is assumed that thrust is
only available for vehicle attitude control.
Second entry phase and second constant altitude phase. The control
policies are equivalent to those in phases 1 and 2, respectively.
Final descent phase. The vehicle is kept at constant roll angle and angle
of attack. The roll angle can change signs in order to provide out-of-
plane control.
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2.2 COORDINATE SYSTEMS
The initial position and velocity of the vehicle with respect to the re-entry planet may
be input in either cartesian or spherical coordinates. These coordinate systems are
shown in Figure 2. The cartesian system is right-handed, irrotational, and ortho-
gonal. The axes may be considered to be oriented with the k axis along the northern
polar axis of the re-entry planet and thei andj axis in the equatorial plane. However,
this orientation is arbitrary since the planet is assumed to be a nonrotating spherical
body. All the velocity and acceleration integrations are performed in the i, .i, k
coordinate system.
If the _i, .1, _k cartesian coordinate system is considered to have the orientation
described above, the input spherical coordinate system would have the following
meaning:
r
o
- radial distance of vehicle from center of re-entry planet
u
O
- longitude
- latitude
o
V - speed
O
T o - flight path angle, measured from the local horizontal plane up to
the velocity vector
A
O - azimuth angle, measured clockwise from north to the projection of
the velocity vector in the local horizontal plane
The output position and velocity are given in both the i, j, k cartesian system and a
second spherical coordinate system as shown in Figures 3 and 4. This second spher-
ical system is convenient because it is oriented in the initial trajectory plane. This
provides direct observation of out-of-plane velocity and position values.
The output spherical system, r, a,, ¢p, V, T, _, is referenced to the right-handed,
irrotational, orthogonal cartesian coordinate system, it, _t, _kt. The relation between
the i, _, k system and theit , .tt, _kt system is shown in Figure 3. The relation be-
tween theit, ._t, kt system and the r, @, _, V, T, f_ system is shown in Figure 4.
The __t, _t, _kt system is set up at the beginning of the program (t = to) with _t and _kt
forming the initial trajectory plane so that the output spherical system will have the
following interpretation:
- radial distance of vehicle from center of re-entry planet
2-3
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Center of Reentry Planet
k
_ridian of Plane Containing k and r
Local Horizontal Plane (LHP)
Projection of Meridian
onto LHP
Projection of V
onto LHP
Vehicle
Input:
TRINP = 1:
TRINP = O:
Position = X.oi + YoJ + .Zok__
Velocity = Xoi + YoJ + Zo k
Position = r o, )t o, _o
Velocity = V o, To, Ao
Figure 2. Input Coordinate Systems
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/
/
/
/
I
I
I
k
/
/
A o
Meridian of
Initial Trajectory
Plane
V o
Figure 3. Cartesian Basis for Output Spherical Coordinate System
at t = t o (i t, it, kt) related to_i, j, k system
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_t
Projection of Meridian
Local Horizontal
Plane
Projection of V
m
Local
Horizontal Plane
V \
Meridian
NOTE: Since 0 ffi range angle +90% 0 is never less than 90 °. However, the diagram
was drawn as it is for clarity.
The unit vectors.J t and k_t form the initial trajectory plane.
Figure 4. Relation Between Spherical Output Coordinate System
(r, _, _, V, ¥, 13) andit,J_t, k_t system (at t _ to)
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- range angle plus 90 degrees
_p - out-of-plane position angle
V
- speed
7 - flight path angle
- angle between the projection of the velocity vector onto the local
horizontal plane and the plane formed by k_t and r, measured clock-
wise from the plane
The orientation of the vehicle is given by three orthogonal unit vectors defining the
pitch axis (P_I), the yaw axis _-A )' and the roll axis (R__. There are three sets of
these unit vectors. One set is the actual set _[, Y_A, R_O) which describe the current
orientation of the vehicle. A second set is the reference set _Io, _YAo, _ROo) which
is defined with respect to the i, .i, k coordinates by the matrix transformation (A4)
shown in Block B. 1.4. The third _et is the set defining the orientation of the vehmle
with respect to the reference set at time = to _I, _YA, _RO)t = to. The initial orienta-
tion is different from the reference set by the Euler angles _1o' _2o, _3o (input
quantities).
The roll axis (_O) is different from the direction of the velocity vector by the angle of
attack (_). Also, the pitch axis _I) is rotated from a line perpendicular to the tra-
jectory plane by the angle 90 ° - ¢p. These conditions remain true throughout the flight.
2.3 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION
This section states the differential equations of motion, resulting from the following
basic assumptions:
a. The vehicle is represented by a point mass.
This assumption concerns only the motion of the vehicle along the trajectory.
The 6-dimensional dynamical character of the problem is taken into account
through the model for the nominal control policy, as described in the next
section. It enters the differential equations directly through the control
variables which are the roll angle cD, and the angle of attack _.
b. Ablation effects are ignored resulting in the assumption of constant mass.
c. Exponential nonrotating atmosphere and spherical earth are assumed.
Under these assumptions the differential equations of motion in the cartesian (_, j, k)
coordinate systems becomes
1
a
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a isthe total acceleration, M the access of the vehicle, g = go (R) U_r
gravitational acceleration with
is the
go = sea level gravitational acceleration of re-entry planet
R = radius of re-entry planet
r = radial distance of re-entry vehicle from center of re-entry planet
U
--r
= unit position vector of vehicle in the Newtonian reference cartesian
coordinate system, i, J, k
The aerodynamic drag forces D_and the aerodynamic normal force N are given by
V 2 S
_D=- CD -T-
V 2 S
zq =c NpT(cos_0U
- sin cp U)
The dependence of the aerodynamic drag and normal force coefficients CD and C N on
the angle of attack a is assumed as
C D= CD +C2 _2+C4cz 4
O
CN = C N +C3 u3+C5c_ 5
where C D , C N , and C i (i = 2,..., 5) are properly chosen constants.
O C_
The atmosphere density has the form
-fl' (r - R)
P=_o e
V indicates the speed, S the aerodynamic area of the vehicle, and the orthogonal
(u, v, p) coordinate system is defined as
U
-u
U
-'V
unitvector in directionof velocity
unitvector perpendicular to U and in instantaneous trajectory plane
--V
U
-p
=UxU
-U --V
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This completes the description of the differential equations in the (!, J, k) coordinate
system. The equations of motion are always integrated with respect to this coordinate
system•
2.4 INTEGRATION ROUTINE
Time is advanced in the program by the integration routine. The integration loop
consists of the integration routine (Block L 4 - Range Kutta Type), dynamics block
(Block L 2), and the evaluation block (Block L 8). This loop is exited to calculate a
new nominal control at each nominal control time, phase change time, print time,
and the terminate run time,
2.5 NOMINAL CONTROL
Only the roll angle rDis used for aerodynamical control of the vehicle in the different
phases as explained in the first section. The quantitative details are discussed
phasewise below.
2.5.1 Nominal Control During First and Second Re-entry Phase
A constant roll angle is used in these two phases and is changed in sign if the direction
of the velocity vector deviates from the initial nominal trajectory plane by more than
E Thus
S
CPci _ signi _c
where
sign i -_
sign i-1 if l_Upo.UvI <E s
%0"
-Up0 = _'u x Uv)t0
defines the unit vector normal to the initialtrajectory plane.
During a flipover maneuver, the change in the roll angle is assumed to be
cPi"_cPi-1+ co At
CPi.1
and the roll rate of the vehicle is computed according to
= K _ci - q)i)
cpi cp
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K is a preselected constant, representing in a gross fashion the vehicle response to
th_ control system.
2.5.2 Nominal Control During the Constant Altitude Phases
The roll angle control is given by
cpc = sign i [ 2 + sin -1 (K1
where
-K3(tw - Tc)
AI: +K 2Ar)+_ e ]
A_ = _ -_ radial velocity of vehicle
Ar =r-r
c
r = desired constant altitude of vehicle
c
K 1 and K2 are gains whose value is either input as constant or calculated as a
function of time (optimum gains)
K 3 is an input constant
T = time at the beginning of the constant altitude phase
c
sign i is chosen in the same fashion as in the initial entry phases and provides
out-of-plane control
This control law provides upward normal force (lOpe I < n/2) as required to keep the
vehicle at a constant altitude. The term
-K3(t - Tc)
(17/2) e
is used to make ICpcI e rr at the beginning of the constant altitude. This is helpful in
preventing an unintentional skipout.
The following scheme was used to calculate the gains K 1 and K2 as a function of time:
In order that the radial velocity be zero and the radial distance not vary from some
desired value (rc) the following restriction was placed on the commanded roll angle:
sin {Pc - 90°) - [Kl(r - 0) + K2(r - rc)] = 0 (I)
Equating the radial acceleration to the acceleration provided by the normal force
(normal to the drag force) gives the following:
! N sin 90°) (2)
-AF =M
where
cp
M
= roll angle of vehicle
= mass of vehicle
2-10
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= magnitude of normal force
= radial acceleration
Substituting (2) into (1) gives
N
Ai" +NK1Ai" + _K 2Ar = 0
which is analogous to the standard second-order differential equation
+2_ 2--_:_+ 4vf2
2 -0
T
where C is the damping ratio and
T is the natural period of oscillation
Thus we may set
K1_ M; and % _ M
N_" N2
and input values of C and • such that the constant altitude control policy will have the
desired values of damping and oscillation frequency.
2.5.3 Nominal Coatrol in tMllout Phase
The roll angle is used as a control variable and is specified as
Cpc --- sign i IF0+ F 1 (t- Tc) + F 2 (t- Tc )2]
F0, F1, and F 2 are appropriate input quantities; Tic the time at beginning of pullout
phase. Sign i is determined as in the initial entry phase and used for out-of-plane
control.
2.5.4 Nominal Control in Final Descent Phase
The roll angle is used as a control variable in the same way as in the initial entry
phase.
2.6 EVALUATION
The calculation of heating and pilot acceleration history is performed in the evaluation
block (Block I. 8). By looking at the output of these values (Q and En, respectively) a
particular trajectory may be evaluated concerning the severity of ablation on the
vehicle and the aerodynamic acceleration effects experienced by the pilot.
2-11
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Convective heating rate at the stagnation point is calculated as follows.
CH p_...o)n V m
where
qc
C H
n
m
R N
= convective heating rate
= an input constant whose value depends on the planetts atmosphere
and the type of boundary layer flow
= an input constant describing boundary flow (I1 = 0.5 -_ laminar flow)
= an input constant describing the type of flow (m = 3 -_ laminar flow)
= radius of curvature of vehicle at stagnation point
Radiative heating rate at the stagnation point is calculated as follows.
where
qr
PH
C
e
q
qr = kI-IRN(0"_o)PH Ce vq
= radiative heating rate
•= an input constant specifying the percentage of heat radiation between
the gas cap and the vehicle
an input quantity
V
Celif_ <1.73
if v
Ce2 _ > I.73
Ce 1' Ce2 are input qu ntities
V
ql if r_
V
q2 if f_-
<1.73
1.73
ql and q2 are input quantities
The total stagnation point heating rate is given by
qs = qc + qr
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The accumulated heat which can be used as a measure of ablative losses is given by
t
Q=; qs dt
t
o
where Q is an output quantity.
The limit of pilot acceleration endurance is represented by
• '-- E 0 + Ela' + E2(at}2 + E3(at}3 + E4(a_)4
a' -- f/ge
where
T t
a'
f
ge
= length of time a pilot will remain usefully conscious at a particular
acceleration level
= aerodynamic acceleration in earth g's
= aerodynamic acceleration of vehicle
= sea level gravitational acceleration of earth
E. (i=0, 4)= input quantities
z
The acceleration history of the pilot is represented by
1 1
t J-_ if _ >0.0008En = ft Endt, where En = 1
o 0 if-- _<O. 0008
'r'
Thus if the value of En ever reaches or exceeds one, the pilot has "lost" useful
consciousness. However, the program will not stop on this condition.
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3.0 COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
3. I INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL EXPLANATION
Flow charts provide the basic framework around which the discussion below is
constructed. These diagrams serve to indicate the logical flow connecting different
functional blocks.
The flow charts have been arranged and drawn according to a hierarchical structure.
The "highest u level, designated as Level I, depicts the overall structure of the pro-
gram. Each block appearing in this chart is described by another flow chart. These
charts are designated as Level H. This policy is repeated for each block in every
level until no further logic remains to be described. The final set of flow charts at the
lowest level are supplemented by the detailed equations which are used in the progran_.
3.1.1 Flow Chart Organization
As has already been stated, the flow charts are arranged according to "levels ". In
the resulting hierarchy, the Level I flow chart provides the most general description
since it depicts the overall program. Each functional block is further described by
lower level flow charts. These charts indicate the logical flow within the block and
describe the input and output requirements of the block. The equations used to
obtain the desired outputs are presented as a supplement to the lowest level flow chart.
LEVEL I: This flow chart is designed to provide a very general description of the
entire program. The titles assigned to the functional blocks are intended to be sug-
gestive of the nature of the role to be performed within the block. Those functions
that are to be performed in the basic computational cycle are designated by Roman
numerals. Arabic symbols are used for functions that occur only once or play a
passive role.
To indicate the basic logical decisions that can regulate and alter the flow between
functional blocks, decision blocks are indicated. These decisions represent in a
general manner the types of decisions that are required. The actual decision logic is
described in the Level H flow charts of the functional blocks immediately preceding
the decision block.
LEVEL H: The Level H flow charts provide the first concrete description of the
program. Only the most important logical flow within each functional block is indi-
cated on these diagrams. The quantities that are required for all logical and compu-
tational operations within this block are stated on this chart. These quantities are
di_erentiated as being either INPUT 0- e., values provided initially by the engineer)
or COMPUTED (i. e., values determined in other portions of the program). The
3-1
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quantities that are required in other parts of the program are also indicated on this
flow chart. The functional blocks that appear on these diagrams are denoted by two
symbols (e. g., II. 1 when discussing the Wfirst _ block in the Level H flow chart of
functional block II} and a name. The names have been selected to provide some
insight into the nature of the block.
LEVEL m: These diagrams provide additional details of the logic flow within the
functional blocks depicted at Level IL These flow diagrams are augmented by the
equations programmed into the computer. The input and output requirements of these
blocks are stated on the diagrams. All of these quantities are summarized in the
Level II flow chart.
3.1.2 Definition of Flow Chart Symbols
The following symbols represent the only ones that are used in the flow charts
presented below.
Set of operations that is to be described
further by additional flow charts or by
equations
Logical decision
Operations that are predefined (i. e., in
some other document}
Operations are completely defined by the
statements contained within the box
Connector used on Level ]I flow charts to
indicate entry source and exit destination
3-2
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Connector used on Level 137 flow charts
Summary of all quantities required in
computations of flow charts on which this
symbol appears or, alternatively, summary
of all quantities computed in this flow chart
which are required in other operations
>
This broad arrow appears on Level I and
Level H flow charts. It is used to indicate
information flow from one block to another.
This symbol has been introduced to empha-
size that many quantities are transmitted
between the functional blocks in the higher
level charts.
3.1.3 Definition of Equation Symbols
The symbols used in the subsequent flow charts and equations are defined below. These
symbols appear in three groups: flags, Roman letter symbols, and Greek letter
symbols. The dimensions are given in parenthesis following the definition. M denotes
a dimension of mass, L a dimension of length, and T a dimension of time. If no
designation is given, the quantity is unitless, and an R indicates an angular measure
in radians.
FLAGS
TRACC (input quantity) Constant altitude control flag. This flag specifies the
manner in which the program switches to constant altitude control
(phases 2 and 6)
0 - program switches to constant altitude control when _ = 0
1 - program switches to constant altitude control when
r < Cap c go an_._dd_ > Cvp c "/'go R
where Cap c and Cvp c are input quantities. The program will
always switch to constant altitude control on _ -- 0 if _ = 0 before
F <Cap e go or _ >Cvp c --uo_/_R
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TRBAK
TRCRi
TRG_D
TRINP
TROPGN
TRPHSE
TRPNT
End of run flag. This flag is set by the program to determine the
point at which a run is to be terminated.
(i _ 1, 2, 3, 4) Minimum NEXTTi flag. When TRCRi = 1, the time
NEXTTi is the minimum of the NEXTTi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. If two or more
of the NEXTTi are minima, the appropriate TRCRi flags will be set
to 1.
Nominal control flag. When this flag is set to 1, a new nominal control
is calculated (i. e., the nominal control block is entered).
(input quantity) Coordinate system type flag.
0 - initial position and velocity are input in spherical components
(ro' Xo' _o' Vo' _o' Ao)"
1 - initial position and velocity are input in cartesian components
(Xo' Yo' Zo' Xo' Yo' Zo )"
(input quantity) Time-varying gains computation flag. The control
gains used in the constant altitude phases are computed as a function
of time if this flag is set.
0 - input gains as constants (gll , g12, K21, K22 )
1 - compute gains as a function of time. Input damping ratio
(_1' 42) and oscillation period (T1, T2)
(input quantity) Mission phase flag. The value of this flag corresponds
to the phase of the nominal trajectory that the vehicle is currently in.
This is an input quantity and the program may be started in any phase.
1 - first supercircular velocity phase
2 - first constant altitude phase
3 - skipout control phase
4 - free-fall phase
5 - second supercircular velocity phase
6 - second constant altitude phase
7 - subcircular velocity phase
Print flag
0-
1-
(set within program)
printout does not occur
printout occurs
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TRSBCL
TRSKIN
(input quantity) Start subcircular velocity phase (7).
0 - if the program is presently in phase 6, then phase 7 will start
when_ <0and I ¢_ ]-<10-2
1 - ff the program is in phase 6, then phase 7 will start when V = VIN
Skip integration flag. This flag is used in the program to avoid the
possibility of integrating nbackwardsn
Constants and Variables
a
a
Vehicular acceleration. This vector has components X, Y, Z along
the_i, .i, k axes, respectively. (LT -2)
Magnitude of a. (LT -2)
a ! Aerodynamic acceleration of vehicle in Earth g's.
a
e
Semi-major axis of a two-body conic trajectory calculated in phase 4.
(L)
A
O
(input quantity) Initial azimuth of vehicle (part of initial velocity
input). Used only when TRINP = 0. (R)
A 2
A 3
A 4
Orthonormal matrix transformation relating the body axes at
t -_ t o (_I' -YA' -Ro)t = t to the i, j., k coordinate system.
o
Orthonormal matrix transformation defining the reference body axis
(_Io' -YAo' -ROo) in terms of the initial body axes _I' -YA' -Ro)t = t "
O
Orthonormal matrix transformation relating the reference body axes
(-_Io' -YAo' -Roo) to the l, j., k coordinate system.
A 5
C
ape
Orthonormal matrix transformation relating an initial local coordinate
system i_t , j_, k_t) to the i, .i, k coordinate system.
(input quantity) A quantity used to form i:p.c (Fpc = Cap c go) which is
compared to radial acceleration. Used only if TRACC = 1. If Fpc _ i-"
then a test is made on _ to see if the program should switch from
phase 1 to 2 or from phase 5 to phase 6. If F < F, the program will
pc
switch to phases 2 or 6 when _ = 0.
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C
vpc
C D
CDo, C2, C4
C N
CNo L, C 3, C 5
Cel
Ce2
C
e
C H
CC,FI'CC_-2
D
D
e
E.
1
E
n
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(input quantity) A quantity used to form rpc (Z:pc = Cvp c _) used
only if TRACC = 1. If Fpc > F and 1: < _, then the program
switches to phases 2 or 6. pc-
Drag force _) coefficient as a function of _ (angle of attack)
(CD = CDo + C2G2 + C4_4 ).
(input quantities) Coefficients of C D.
Normal force _) coefficient as a function of c_ (angle of attack)
(CN = CN_ + C3_3 + C5q5 ).
(input quantities) Coefficients of C N.
(input quantity) A constant used to calculate vehicle radiative heating
(qr). C e - Cel when (V/g_-_) < 1.73. (M L-l-q 1 Wql-3).
(input quantity) A constant used to calculate vehicle radiative heating
(qr). C e = Ce2 when (V/_/-_) _ 1.73. (M L-l-q2 wq2-3).
A constant used to calculate radiative vehicle heating (qr). For
velocity dependence and units see Cel and Ce2.
(input quantity) A constant used to calculate stagnation point convec-
tive heating rate, qc. Its value depends on the planetary atmosphere
and the type of boundary layer flow.
(M L 1/2 T-3; e. g., English units -. BTU ft -3/2 sec -1)
Constants used to generate a commanded roll angle in the constant
altitude control phases (2 and 6). (MT -1, T -1)
Drag force. The aerodynamic force in the direction of negative
velocity (_i, .i, ._kcoordinates). (M L T -2)
Magnitude of drag force. (M L T -2)
Eccentricity of elliptical path in free-fall phase (4).
(input quantities; i = 0, i,2, 3, 4) Coefficients of fourth order poly-
nominal in a' defining the maximum time a pilot can remain usefully
conscious.
Integral of the ratio of the time a pilot spent at various acceleration
levels to his maximum time of useful consciousness at those levels.
When E > 1, the pilot has exceeded this tolerance level.
n
AIC ELECTRONICS DIVISION (]ENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION _-)_
n
f
Fo
1
Reciprical of time interval that a pilot can remain usefully conscious
at a particular acceleration level. (T -1)
Aerodynamic acceleration vector of the vehicle (_, .i, k coordinates}.
(LT -2)
Magnitude of aerodynamic acceleration of the vehicle. (LT -2)
Constants defining the desired roll angle during the skipout control
phases (3 and 3 modified). The units are:
at i = 0, unitless
at i= 1, T-1
at i = 2, T -2
Fli
F2i
g
ge
go
G
max
h
i(x)
_i,..t,k
(input quantities, i = 0, 1, 2) Fi has these values during t 3 < t < t_
(phase 3). (unitless, T -1, T -2)
(input quantities) F i has these values during t' 3 < t < t 4 (phase 3
modified). (unitless, T -1, T -2)
Vehicular acceleration due to gravitational attraction of the re-entry
planet (g = go (R/r)2)" (LT-2)
(input quantity) Sea level gravitational acceleration of earth. (LT -2)
(input quantity) Sea level gravitational acceleration of re-entry planet.
(LT-2)
(input quantity) Limit on aerodynamic deceleration of the vehicle in
earth gts. If this limit is exceeded during phases 1, 2, 5, or 6, the
run is terminated.
Altitude above surface of re-entry planet (planet assumed to be
spherical). (L)
A functional notation meaning the integer part of X.
An lrrotational right-handed coordinate system of unit vectors, i_ and
-1 are in the equatorial plane and _k is along the polar axis. _i is oriented
so that thei k plane is the zero longitude meridian. Integration is
performed in this cartesian coordinate system.
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__it,-i t, k_t
kH
K 1, K2
K 3
Kll, K12, K13
K2rK22,K23
K
M
m
n
N
N
An irrotational right-handed coordinate system which is defined at
the start of the simulation (time = to). The initial trajectory plane
defines the.it, k t plane with the.i t vector colinear with the initial
radial distance vector Go). This coordinate system allows direct
observation of out-of-plane components of position and velocity.
(input quantity) Used in the calculation of radiative vehicle heating.
Constant altitude guidance gains. Used to generate a commanded roll
angle such that the vehicle will remain at a constant altitude during
phases 2 and 6. (L-1T, L -1)
Used to make the commanded roll angle have a transient value of rr
at the beginning of phases 2 and 6. If K 3 > 10, the transient is not
applied. (2"- 1)
(input quantities) K1, K2, and K 3 have these values in phase 2.
(L-1T, L-l, T-l)
(input quantities) K1, K2, and K 3 have these values in phase 6.
(L-1T, L-l, T-l)
(input quantity) Pseudo autopilot gain. Kcp times the difference
between the commanded roll angle and the present roll angle is the
angular rate at which the vehicle will roll (up to a limit - see tic0).
(T -1)
(input quantity) Mass of the vehicle. The mass is assumed constant
throughout re-entry ignoring ablation effects. (M)
(input quantity) An exponent used in the calculation of convective
heating rate (qc) at the stagnation point. For laminar flow m - 3
corresponds to a gas with viscosity proportional to the square root
of temperature.
(input quantity) An exponent used in the calculation of convective
heating rate (qc) at the stagnation point. Laminar flow is described
by n = 1/2.
Normal aerodynamic force. The aerodynamic force on the vehicle
which is normal to the drag force _). The orientation of this vector
(_, J, k coordinates) is determined by the roll angle (¢0). (MLT -2)
Magnitude of N (normal aerodynamic force). (MLT -2)
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NSp
NEXTTi
PH
P
gl, XA,
gIo' XAo'
ql
q2
qc
qr
qs
A program flag set to print the appropriate special condition number
when the program stops on a special condition. See the Useffs Guide
for a description of special condition program halts.
A set (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) of program variables which are set equal to various
significant program times.
NEXTT1 = next time at which nominal control will be calculated
NEXTT2 = next time at which a printout is called for
NEXTT3 -- next time at which a phase change will occur
NEXTT4 --- time at which a special condition has been
encountered unless NEXTT4 = TEN D
Semi-latus rectum of elliptical path of vehicle in free-fall phase (4).
{L)
(input quantity) An exponent used to calculate radiative vehicle
heating.
Unit vector in direction of the pericenter (_, j, k coordinates).
Orthonormal right-handed set of unit vectors along the pitch, yaw,
and roll axes, respectively.
Reference for body axes. These are not the same as-PI' -YA' -RO
t = t unless = = 0.
o _10 _20 = _30
at
(input quantity) An exponent used to calculate radiative vehicle heat-
ing (qr). q = ql when (V/_f_) < 1.73.
(input quantity) An exponent used to calculate radiative vehicle heat-
ing (qr). q = q2 when (v/_f_) >- 1.73.
An exponent used to calculate radiative vehicle heating (qr).
velocity dependence see ql and q2"
Convective heating rate per unit area at the stagnation point.
Radiative heating rate per unit area at the stagnation point.
For
(M T-3)
(M T-3)
Total heating rate per unit area at the stagnation point (qc + qr )"
(M T -3)
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Q
r
m
%
r
o
F
--a
r
a
r
c
r
m
r
ma
r
P
r
s
pc
The time integral of the total vehicle heating rate per unit area at the
stagnation point (qs)" Q is proportional to the total heat absorbed by
the vehicle. (lVl T -2)
Current position vector of vehicle (_, j, k coordinates). (L)
Current position vector of vebicle in an initial coordinate system set
upat t to, coordinates). 0)
(input quantity) Initial (t -- to) radial distance of vehicle from center
of re-entry planet. When TRINP --- 0, r o is input as part of the initial
position coordinates. (L)
Apocenter distance calculated at the beginning of phase 4. This is the
maxfmum distance the vehicle will have from the center of the re-
entry planet in phase 4 (_, j, k coordinates). (L)
Magnitude of r . (L)
--a
(input quantity) Radial distance of the vehicle from the center of the
re-entry planet at the beginning of phases 2 or 6. This quantity must
be input only if the program is started in phases 2 or 6. (L)
(input quantity)
will end. (L)
If r > r and _ > 0 in phases 1, 2, 5, or 6, the run
m
(input quantity) If ra(apocenter distance) > rma in phase 4, the run
will end. For earth re-entry, this value would probably be set equal
to the radial distance of the lowest Van Allen radiation belt from the
center of the earth. (L)
Pericenter distance of the vacuum trajectory defined by position and
velocity at the beginning phases 1 and 5. (L)
(input quantity) Radial distance of vehicle from the center of the re-
entry planet defining the beginning and end of phase 4. (L)
Current value of radial speed of vehicle. (LT -1)
Used to test radial velocity for switching to phases 2 or 6 if TRACC = 1.
The value of r-c is determined by the input quantity Cvp c (rpc = Cvpc
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ro' ko' _o
r, X, la
R
R N
t
t.
1
ti+ 1
t
O
t 1
t 2
t 3
!
t 3
t 4
t 5
t 6
(input quantities) Initial position. Used only when TRINP = 0 and
constitutes the initial position of the vehicle in spherical coordinates
where r , X , /z refer, respectively, to radial distance, latitude,
and lon_tud °. O(L, R, R)
Current values of ro, ko, tzo. (L, R, R)
(input quantity) Sea level radius of re-entry planet. (L)
(input quantity) Radius of curvature of the vehicle at the heat
stagnation point. (L)
See-PI' -YA' -Ro and-PIo' -YAo' -Roo' respectively.
(input quantity) Aerodynamic area. The cross sectional aerodynamic
area of the vehicle used to compute the aerodynamic forces.
Current value of time (used in equations). (T)
Current value of time (used in computer). (T)
Value of time at the next cycle through the dynamic blocks. (T)
(input quantity) Initial time. Value of time at which program begins.
cr)
Time at which the first supercircular phase beings (phase 1). (T)
Time at which the first supercircular phase ends and the first constant
altitude phase (phase 2) begins. (T)
(input quantity) Time at which the first constant altitude phase ends
and the first skipout control phase (phase 3) begins. (T)
(input quantity) Time at which the first skipout control phase ends and
the second skipout control phase (phase 3 modified) begins. (T)
Time at which skipout control ends and the free-fall phase (phase 4)
begins. (T)
Time at which the free-fall phase ends and the second supercircular
phase (phase 5) begins. (T)
Time at which the second supercircular phase ends and the second
constant altitude control phase (phase 6) begins. (T)
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t 7
t 8
tEND
t .
pl
i
tat .
pl
tGi
T
e
W !
c
I
1%,
Time at which the second constant altitude phase ends and the
subcircular phase (phase 7) begins. (T)
Time at which the subcircular phase ends (the program ends here
also). (T)
(input quantity) End time. The program will end when t.1 > tEND" (T)
(input quantity) (i - 1, 2,..., 10) Print interval time end points. These
times define the interval over which the Atpi are used. The Atpi are
the lengths of time separating each printout. The printout is set up as
follows: time of a
to tpi-I ph_sl change iP i
,Atpi ,Atpi I I Atpi IAtpi l _ lZ_tpi , Atpi I
I , I II I I
Printout Times
Print times in the region tpi_ 1 < t -< tpi are equally spaced with an
interval of Atpi starting at tpi and proceeding backwards in time to
the first point of the interval where t > tpi_ 1. The _tpi must be an
integer multiple of tpi. Exceptions to this are at t o and the time that
a change of phase occurs. Here a printout always occurs. (T)
(input quantities) (i = 1, 2,..., 10) Nominal control calculation interval
end points. The function and operation of these times is the same as
that of the tpi except that the tGi times refer to intervals of nominal
control calculation rather than times of printout. This list is inde-
pendent of the t . list. (T)
p*
(input quantity) Time at the beginning of the constant altitude control
phases (2 and 5). This number must be input only if the program is
started in either phase 2 or phase 5. (T)
(input quantity) Time at the beginning of either of the skipout control
phases (phase 3 or phase 3 modified). This number must be input only
if the program is started in either of the skipout control phases. (T)
' ---t< =t 3If t 3 th then T' C
Ifth -<t<t 4 thenT' c =t_
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U
-p
U
-po
U
-r
U
--u
U
-v
V
-a
V
a
VO, TO, A 0
V, V, A
V
VIN
VEND
The minimum value of future time at which at least one of the follow-
ing conditions is met. (T)
1. Nominal control calculation
2. Print and/or store data
3. Change phase
4. End run
(TPLUS is the time to which the program integrates - Block I. 4. ) (T)
Unit vector (_, j, k coordinates) perpendicular to the current orbit
plane.
Unit vector (i, .1, k coordinates) perpendicular to the initial orbit
plane. The direction of U at t - t .
-p o
Unit vector (_, j, k coordinates) in the direction of the current posi-
tion vector of the vehicle.
Unit vector (i, j, k coordinates) in the orbit plane perpendicular to the
current velocity vector.
Unit vector (_, J, k coordinates) in the direction of the current velocity
vector.
Velocity {_i, j, _k coordinates) at the apocenter calculated at the
beginning of phase 4. (LT-1)
Magnitude of V. (LT -1)
-a
(input quantities) Initial velocity in spherical coordinates. Input only
if TRINP - 0. The coordinates are respectively initial speed, initial
flight path angle, and initial azimuth of the vehicle. (LT -1, R, R)
Current values of Vo, To, and A . (LT -1, R, R)o
Velocity vector _, j, _k coordinates). (LT-1)
Velocity vector _t' J_' k-t coordinates set up at t =to). (LT -1)
(input quantity) If the program is in phase 6 and TRSBCL - 1, phase 7
will begin at V = VIN. Also, if the program is in phase 3 (or 3 modi-
fied) and _ -< 0 and V - VIN, the program ends. (LT-1)
(input quantity) When V -< VEN D in phase 7, the program ends. (LT -1)
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X, Y, Z
Xo' YO' ZO
Xo' _'0' Zo
Xa' Ya' Za
:Xa' Ya' Za
Xt' Yt' Zt
-YA' -YAo
a
a !
art
Current position components of the vehicle. The direction of these
magnitudes is along thei, _i, k unit vectors, respectively. (L, L, L)
Current velocity components of the vehicle (_i, _, k coordinate system).
(LT-1 LT- 1, LT-1)
Acceleration components of the vehicle (_, _, k coordinate system).
(LT-2, LT-2, LT -2)
(input quantities) Initial position components (at t -- to) of vehicle in
thei, .i, k coordinate system. Used only if TP, INP = 1. (L, L, L)
(input quantities) Initial velocity components (at t = to) of vehicle in
the_i, _[, k coordinate system. Used only if TRINP = 1. (LT -1, LT-1,
LT-1)
Position components of vehicle at apocenter. This position is calcu-
lated at the beginning of phase 4 and represents the maximum
distance the vehicle will achieve from the center of the re-entry
planet _, 1, k coordinates). (L, L, L)
Velocity components of vehicle at apocenter. This velocity is
calculated at the beginning of phase 4 and represents the velocity of
the vehicle at its maximum distance from the planet (_i,J, k coor-
dinates). (LT -1, LT -1, LT -1)
Current position components of the vehicle in,t, .1t, k_t coordinate
system. (L, L, L)
Current velocitcv components of the vehicle in the_it, .lt, k_t coordinate
system. (LT -_, LT -1, LT -1)
See _I' -YA' _O and-PIo' -YAo' _Oo respectively.
Angle of attack. This is the angle between 1_o (the roll axis fixed in
the vehicle) and the velocity vector _2) and is assumed to remain con-
stant throughout the flight, a is equal to a t during phase 1, 2, and 3;
a !w during phase 4, 5, 6, and 7. (R)
(input quantity) The angle of attack (a) has the value a t during phases
1, 2, and 3. (R)
(input quantity) The angle of attack (a) has the value a" during
phases 4, 5, 6, and 7. (R)
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°_i' c_2' _3
°tlo' _20' °t30
f
A_O
c
At
pi
AtGi
_t
_t I
5t 2
E 1
E 2
Body Euler angles. These angles define the present orientation of the
body-fixed axes (.1_, Y--A, -Ro) with respect tothe position of the refer-
ence body-fixed axes _f_o ,_YAo, -ROo)- The transformation is shown
in BlockI. 5. (R, R, R)
(input quantities) Initial values (at t = to) of _1, _2, q3- The trans-
formation is shown in Block B. 4. (R, R, R)
Angle of the velocity vector projected onto the local horizontal plane
measured clockwise from the plane defined by r and k_t. (R)
(input quantity) Re-entry planet atmospheric density decay factor.
(L-1)
(input quantity) Limit on the roll angle rate. Regardless of the com-
manded roll angle, the vehicle will not exceed a roll rate of flc_" (T-l)
A change in commanded roll angle of the vehicle designed to null the
deviations in r and _ from desired values during the constant altitude
phases (2 and 6). (R)
(input quantities)(i = 1,..., 10) Ten values of time which specify how
often a printout takes place. The length of time over which each At .
is used is specified by t .. See t . for a more detailed explanation, pl
pl pl
(input quantities)(i 1,..., 10) Ten values of time which specify how
often the nominal control block is entered. Each AtGi is used over the
interval of time specified by tGi. See tGi for a more detailed
explanation. (T)
Integration step size used by the integration routine. (T)
(input quantity) 6t has the value 0%1 for all phases except phase 4.
(T)
(input quantity) 6t has the value 6t 2 for phase 4. (T)
The value of time, t, obtained within the integration routine must
agree within E to the time established as an integration routine exit
time. (T)
(input quantity) E has the value _ 1 during all phases except phase 4.
(W)
(input quantity) E has the value E 2 during phase 4. (T)
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E
S
Y
o
_/max
Ymin
o
_o
O)
O0
¢opi, ¢0yA,
wRO
_i- 1
(input quantity) Out-of-plane velocity test value. At the start of the
program (t -- to) , an initial flight path plane is determined by the vel-
ocity vector and the center of the re-entry planet. As the vehicle
proceeds in its re-entry, the sine of the angle between the velocity
vector and this initial plane is compared to, s. When the magnitude
of the sine of this angle exceeds E s, the sign of o c is changed. This
has the effect of keeping the vehicle near the re-entry plane. (R)
Flight path angle. Angle between the velocity vector and its projection
on the local horizontal plane. (R)
(input quantity) Input only if TRINP --1. Initial value (at t = to) of T.
(input quantity) Maximum value T may have at the beginning of phase
4 without the program terminating. (R)
(input quantity) Minimum value y may have at the beginning of phase
4 without the program terminating. (R)
Latitude of vehicle. Angle between theij plane and present position
vector. (R)
(input quantity) Initial latitude of vehicle. Input only if TRINP = 0.
Longitude of vehicle. Angle between the_i k plane and the projection
of the position vector on the_i:[ plane. (R)
(input quantity) Initial longitude of vehicle. Input only if TRINP -- 0.
(R)
Angular rate of vehicle. Expressed in terms of wPI, arYA, ¢oRO, the
components of w along the pitch, yaw, and roll axes of the vehicle,
respectively. _T -1)
Magnitude of ¢o. (T -1)
Components of angular rate (w) along the pitch, yaw, and roll axes of
the vehicle, respectively. (T-l, T-l, T -I)
Value used by program in the calculation of o c if [u_i- 11 -< rico- If
Iw_i- 11 > rio' w_i- 1 is replaced by rio" (T- 1)
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cOi_1
_o
if)
c
_°c1
_11
¢°21
P
Po
I' (a)
Current value of the roll angle. ¢0 is the angle between the vertical
plane through the velocity vector _) and the normal force ___). (R)
The value of ¢0i resulting from the previous nominal control calculation.
(input quantity) Initial roll angle _ at t = to). (R)
Commanded roll angle. (R)
The value of ¢0c during phases 1 and 5 (supercircular constant roll
angle control phases). (R)
(input quantity) The value of _ during phase 7 (subcircular constant
roll angle control phase). (R) c
(input quantity) The value of ¢p_. during phase 1 (first supercircular
constant roll angle control phase). (R)
(input quantity) The value of _ _ during phase 5 (second supercircular
c-
constant roll angle control phase). (R)
An angle measured in theft _t plane fromj to the plane formed by r
and k__. (R)
-3
Atmospheric density of re-entry planet. (NIL )
(input quantity) Sea level atmospheric density of re-entry planet.
(ML -3)
Range angle plus 90 °. An angle measured in the r k_t plane from k_t
to r. (R)
Period of constant altitude roll angle.
phase 6. Used only if TROPGN = 1.
_"= _1 in phase 2 and _ = _2 in
or)
(input quantities) Constant roll angle control periods. Input only if
TROPGN = 1. The natural period of the constant altitude roll angle
control will be _1 and T2 for phases 2 and 6, respectively, if
TROPGN = 1. (T, T)
The interval of time that a pilot can remain usefully conscious at a
given acceleration (a) level. _-' is a function of a. (T)
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Damping ratio of constant altitude roll angle. _ = Cl in phase 2 and
ffi _2 in phase 6. Input only if TROPGN = 1.
(input quantities) Damping ratios for constant altitude roll angle
control. Input only if TROPGN = 1. The damping ratio of the con-
stant altitude roll angle control will be _1 and _2 for phases 2 and 6,
respectively, if TROPGN = I.
3.2 BASIC ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAM
The basic structure of the program is summarized in the flow chart below. It
constitutes, according to preceding definitions, the Level I flow chart and consists of
two different classes of blocks. Those which define the basic computational cycles of
the program (Roman numerals), and those necessary to start the program in a pre-
scribed way or define the required output (Arabic letters A, B, C).
The INPUT block represents a summary of the quantities that an engineer must input.
No computations are contained within this block. In the INITIALIZATION block, com-
putations that must be performed once during a specific simulation run and/or logical
decisions that must be made for proper operation within the basic computational cycle
are accomplished. The OUTPUT block defines the quantities that are to be available
for printout purposes and contains computations that are not required in the basic
computational cycle.
The NOMINAL TRAJECTORY block consists of the equations and logic which are
required to describe the path of the vehicle through the atmosphere.
]A _B _I _C
NOMINA L OUTPUT
INPUT INITIALIZATION TRAJECTORY
Level I Flow Chart - Single-Pass/Skipout Nominal Re-entry Trajectory
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3.3 INPUT, GENERAL INITIALIZATION, OUTPUT
3.3. 1 Input - Block A
Input format
TRINP; TRPHSE; TRSBCL; TROPGN; TRACC
Constants
Capc;Cvpc;C D ;C2;C4;C N ;C3;C5;Cel;Ce2;CH;E i (i=0,1,2,3,4);
O
Fli(i = 0, 1,2): F2i (i = 0, 1,2); ge; go; Gmax; kH (Kl1' K21 or _1' Vl );
(K21, K22 or _2' '1"2); K13; K23; K ; M; m; n; PH; qlq2; (ro' /_o' X orO
Xo' Yo' Zo);rc;rm;rma;rs;R;RN;S;to;tEN D;t3;t_;tGi,tpi (i=1,2,
_t. _tt; (]I.= 1,2,3); fit;Tc; TC; (Vo, To, Ao or Xo' Yo' Zo); VIN; VEND; ' Ctio
_0; 6tl; _t2; AtGi' Atpi (i = 1, ..., 10); E 1; E2; ES; Tmin; Tmax; _o; _11; °21;
C°c3; Po
• .., 10);
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3.3.2 General Inititalization - Block B
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3.3. 2.1 Initialization - Block B
ENTER_
B°I
NOMINAL TRAJECTORY
INITIALIZATION
_EXIT /
Level II Flow Chart - Initialization
The detailed equations and flow charts for this block appear on the following pages.
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3.3.2.2 Detailed Flow Charts and Equations
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op-4
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Block B. 1. 1
INPUT:
OUTPUT:
Compute Cartesian Coordinates
ro' ko' /_o' Vo' To' Ao
Xo' %' Zo' Xo' #o' Zo
Xo = ro cOSlo cos_u°
Yo = ro cos Ao sin Po
Z = r sinX
o o o
o = Vo (" cos To cos Ao sin to COS /_o - cOSTo sinAosin_o
o = Vo (- cost ocosAosinlo stnPo +c°sTo sinAo cos/l °
o = Vo (cos 3/0 cos Ao cos Xo + sin 3/0 sin ),o)
+ sinTo
+ sin To
cos Xo cos _o _.
cos ko sinPo)
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Block B. I.2
INPUT:
OUTPUT:
Compute Spherical Input Coordinates
Xo' Yo' Zo' Xo' Yo' Zo
ro' Xo' #o' Vo' Yo' Ao
B
B
3.
4.
o
o
r = +JX2 +Y2+ Z 2
0 0 0 0
o = sin-l[ --r°z ]
v = +J_2+_2+ {2
0 0 o 0
_/° = sin-l_ x°_°+- ; _oY°Y°+ Z°Z°l
o
A
O
- TT<_o -----TT
_<R ----
2 o 2
TT< _T[
- 2 -To
sin ',/oCOS _oXo - sin XoSin _o_'o + cos Xo_ °
- TT<A -<_
O
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Block B. 1.3 Compute Unit Vectors _-v' _Up, U__u)t= t
o
This block is the same as I. 2.2 (Compute Aerodynamic Forces) even though the only
quantities needed are -uv' _Up, -uu"
INPUT:
OUTPUT:
_o' Vo' Po' fl' R, S, C D , C 2, C4, C N C 3, C 5, _,
0
(_' _Ur' _Up' _D, N, r)t=t
o
I. V --+fX2+y2+ _.2
V
2. U=--
-v V
3. r = +/X2 +Y2 + Z 2
r
4. U = =
--r r
5. sln-1 r.
6. _ = V sinT
U -U sinT
--r -'V
7. U =
-u cos T
8. U =UxU
-p --u -v
9. p = Poe- _'(r- R)
10. CD . CD o+C2 2+C4 4
II. C N = CN _+C3 u3+C5 _5
V2S
12. _D
13. N = CNP v2S
_ _ [cos _.Ur_u- sin co.U ]1--p
NOTE: )t t = _Upo, U= --po
0
is to be stored for later use.
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Block B. 1.4
INPUT:
OUTPUT:
1.
2.
A 2
e
A 3
Compute Reference Body Axes
• " " A%' _p' _)t =t ; _; _1o'%0; %0; %' xo;%' o
o
r,o, -_Ao'_o' A2'%' A5
U A Umy=U i + .:[+U k;
--n mx- mz-
[io o ]ioco' oi   oli:vx
sina cosa] [_io [ U
leo. 1o-.in 1o:osin
_o
in Otl0 cos n,10
0 [_-sin c_20 0 cos o_20]
m=v, p, u
Uvy vz
U
Upy pz
U
Uuy uz
o o °lcos c_30 -sin ol3
sin a30 cos _30.J
.
.
,
A 5
A 4 = A3A 2
_AoI -_A_
_Oo]
sin A cos A
o o
-cos A sin A
o o
0 0
J
k
0]Isin ko
° ll°co. °
o_oo__ollCO_.o_'n"o
_0 tv,n,oCO.,o00 0
o sin% j[o o I -1
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Block B. 1. 5 Compute Pericenter Distance
This block is the same as I. 6.2 (Compute Apocenter and Pericenter Distances)
even though the only quantity needed is the pericenter distance.
INPUT: go' R, ro, V o, T°
OUTPUT: r a, rp
.
2.
= go R2
(r V cos T) 2
p=
e
.
rp
= V 2ae 2_ - r
e =+J1- p/a e limit p/a e to be -<1
o Is a<O?
a. Yes:
b. No:
r = 1020
a
r = a (1 + e)
a e
. r = a (1- e)
p e
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3.3.3 OUTPUT- BLOCKC
3.3.3.1 Output Format
t, _c' ¢p' qs' Q' a', X, Y, Z, _:, Y, i, r, 8, _ V, _/, fl, ax, ay, az, _1' a2' a3'
ACOc, i", Ar, ¢0pi , WYA' 0_RO' h, _, I_DI, I__NI, En, NEXTT3, ra, rp, Xa, Ya' Za'
:_a' Ya' i a
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3.4 BASIC COMPUTATIONAL BLOCKS
3.4.1 TRAJECTORY BLOCK
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O
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o
o
I
!
_4
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3.4.1.2 Detailed Flow Charts and Equations
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I
I
I
I
I
m
O
T
u
o
I
o
o
o
_4
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I
II
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I
+
+ vi
I kl_l
II
+ w
_ vi
II n
)
o
o
o
I
u
o
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Stored
F 0, F 1, F 2
t, T_, sign i
Output
(Pc
_°c F0 + Fl(t - T_c ) + F2(t - T_c)2
_C -_ 71"
Yes
_c > 0
Block I. 1.2 Skipout Control
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o
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Block I. 2.2
INPUT:
OUTPUT:
lo
o
o
o
Compute Aerodynamic Forces
r, V_, Po' _'' R, S, CDo, C 2, C 4, CNo l, C3, C5, _, _i
V = +Y_2+_2+ _2
V
-v V
r = +iX 2+Y2+ Z2
r
U _u
--r r
o
o
t
T = sin -1 [U . U ]
-r --v
= VsinT
U -U sinT
-r -vU =
-u cos T
e
o
10.
11.
12.
13.
U =UxU
"-p ""u "-'v
P = P e- fl'(r- R)
o
C D= CDo+C2 _2+C4 _4
C N = CN_+ C3 a3+C5 _5
v2s
v2s u]
_N= c N p -_- [cos vi u - sin _i
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Block I. 2.3
INPUT:
OUTPUT:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Compute Acceleration
D, _N, M, R, go
ax, ay, a z, X, Y, Z,a, f_
ax = (Dx + Nx)/M
a ,= (Dy+N)/MY Y
a - (Dz + N )/MZ Z
g = go (--Rr)2
X
X =a -g
X r
Y
--a -g
y r
Z
_a -g
Z r
_'" Yi
_a ,= x!+ +ih
f A
= a i+a.l+a k
-- X-- y Z--
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o
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o
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$tored Computed
T_ACC, T_PI_E, i, .-Ur. V,
TRSBCL. Y' rpc' rpc'
rm. tZND _, _. _. I'.
VM
NEXTT3 = t i
, i,ii
No
NEXTT4 = tEN D /_---------
Block I. 3.1 Compute NEXTT3 and NEXTT4 in Phases 1, 2, 5, and 6
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z
+
I
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= il
Z
i
o
e_ I
ii
ml
+ ,
_l_.-
.1P:
8
+
_r
tll
r/l
2;
o
r_
I
_4
u
o
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o
I
C
o
o
U
_)
or]
o
I
A
0
0
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3.4.1.2.3 Integrate - Block I. 4
INPUT: X' Y' 7" X' Y' Z' qs' ]_n
OUTPUT: X, X, Z, i_, _r, _, Q, E
n
The integration routine uses a fixed step size which is input to the program. The
input specified above constitutes a partial set of the integrands which, along with the
initial conditions, are required to determine the integrals listed in the output. Some
of the integrands consist of the output of the integration routine (e. g., _:, _, _, is
output from the integration routine and is used as input to obtain X, Y, Z). The
integration equations used are the Gill equations listed below.
i. y(1) = y + 1
n+l n _At [Y'(t,Yn)
,
--2 At y(1), y,y(2)n+l= y(1)n+1 + ( ) At [y' (t+ _- , n+l} - (t,Yn)
At y(2) 73. y(3)n+l = y(2)n+l + ( )At [Y'(t +_- ' n+l"
At y(1) ] + (1-2__)
- At [y' (t + _-, n+l
4. X(4)
n+l
,
At [Y' (t,Yn) ]
= y(3)n+l+ !6At [y' (t,Yn) + Y' (t+ At y(3)n+l,__7
' n+l
1+__2 2) At .,(I),+ ( At [Y'(t + _-, .n+i)
-_ y(4)
Yn+l n+l
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3.4.1.2.4 Attitude - Block I. 5
INPUT:
OUTPUT:
cO, ol, U__V, %, U__u, -Plo'--YAo'-ROo' ti' ti-1
°el' _2' _3' °)PI' °)YA' u_RO
i E1Y-A = 0
o o o1[!cossin1i 1cos q -sin _ -sin cO cos cOsin q cos q 0 0 U
(x I
_x2
_3
&l
-1
--_i. [-PI"_J
_1i- _1(i-1) TM
ti - ti-1
ot2i- a2{i_l)
&2 = t i - ti_ 1
a3i- ¢'3(i-1)
&3-
t. --1 ti-1
17 17
- 17<_3 -<17
_" &l = &2 = &3 = 0 att=t o
WRO = cos ot2 cos _3(&l) - sin a3(&2)
¢oyA = cos a 2 sin a3(&l) + cos a3(&2)
oJpi = - sin cx2(&l) + &3
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Block I. 6.1, Part A Data Store
Calculations required for printout in Part B which have not been previously made are
accomplished here.
INPUT:
OUT PUT:
x, y, z, ±, _,, i, _, r, ge, a, As
O, ¢, fl, a', h
2. Vt -- A5V-
3. o--eos-l[_]
.
,
o
a. IfYt _ 0
b. If Yt <0
,'---tan L_J 2
X2+y t
a. If
r
2
Xt2+Y t
b. If
r
fl -- tan- 1 [cos
f
a t _I
ge
then 0 -< 0 -<
thenrr<O <2_
< 0.01S then ¢i = ¢i-1
> 0. 015 then ¢i = ¢i
_os+*t- ,_,n++t 1
0sin@_:t +c°s 0cos ¢4/t- sin0 tj
. h -- (r- R)
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Block I. 6.1, Part B Data Store
Printout should have the following form.
1. t C_c _ qs Q
2. x Y z i:
a t
i
3. r 0 ¢ V
a a _14. ax y z
5. hopc i" Ar _PI
6. h I_D1I_Nl
¢_2 _3
wyA wRO
E NEXTT3
n
Phase No.
.
Att=t
O
At t = t 4
At t = t 4
X Y
a a
r should be printed in lieu of _"
P
r and r
p a
should be printed in lieu of F and Ar,
respectively.
line 7 below should be printed.
z _ $
a a a a
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Block I. 6.2
IN PUT:
OUT PUT:
Io
2.
1
Q
Compute Apocenter and Pericenter Distances
go' R, r, V, T
r
ra' p
/_ = goR2
(r V cos T)2
p=
r_
e 2_ - rV 2
e - +J1- p/a
e
Limit p/a to -< 1
e
o Is a <07
e
a. Yes: r = 1020
b. No: r = a (l+e)
a e
o r = a (1 - e)p e
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Block I. 6.3
INPUT:
OUTPUT:
lo
e
3.
,
Compute Apocenter Position and Velocity
r, _, r, V, V, D, Up, a-- e
,r ,V1-P=/_e r )r- -
r -_-r P
-a a-
_/_ 2 1Va = + (r- a )
a e
V =V PxU
-a a - -p
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3.4.1.2.6 Data Store- Blockl. 7, PartA
Calculations required for printout in Part B which have not been previously made are
accomplished here (this block is the same as Block I. 6.1).
INPUT: X, Y, Z, X, Y, Z, f, r, ge' R, A 5
OUTPUT: 9, q_, fl, a', h
1. _ =A5_r
2. __=A5_V
,
e
,
o
o
a. If Yt > 0
b. IfYt <0
=IE ]
2
Xt2+Y t
a. If
r
< 0. 015 then ¢i = _i-1
2
Xt2+Y t
b. If > 0. 015 then _" = --_'ir
-1
fl = tan COS + Xt- sin ¢_+tcos 9 sin + Xt + cos 9 cos + _'t
f
a t __i
ge
h = (r- R)
- sin 9 Ztl - _<fl <_
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Block I. 7, Part B - Data Store
Printout should have the following form.
I. t coc c_ qs Q a'
2. x Y z _ ;z
3. r (_ @ V
4. a a a ot 1x y z
5. _c i: Ar Wpi
6. h _ IDl l__l
_2 _3
wyA U_RO
E NEXTT3
n
Phase No.
Att =t
o
At t ffit4
r should be printed in lieu of i-"
P
r and r should be printed in lieu of i: and Ar,
p a respectively
o
At t = t 4
X Y
a a
line 7 below should be printed.
z i: _
9. a u a
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3.4.1.2.7
INPUT:
OUTPUT:
lo
Compute Evaluation Equations - Block I. 8
CH' RN' P' Po' g' ge' Cel' Ce2' ql' q2' kH' PH' V, r, E i
qs' En' al
C H V m
1
V
If gu_ <1"73: ql-* q;Cel'_Ce
V
If g_1.73:q2 "_q;Ce2-_Ce
o
qr- kHRN p(_o)priCeVq
o
.
o
.
So
qs = qc + qr
a ! _
_/a 2 + a 2 + a 2
x y z
ge
T' = EO + El(a') + E2 (a')2 + E3 (a')3 + E4 (a')4
n ,rf
Is _;' _ 0. 0008?
n
a. Yes:
b. No"
n
n n
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4.0 USER'S GUIDE
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This guide was written as an aid to the user in running the 133 program. The
assumption is made that the user has read the symbol definitions, Section 3.1.3, and
thus has a basic understanding of the input parameters. A description of the more
troublesome inputs is presented with examples and hopefully helpful precautions.
The program is unit independent in that only the input values must have consistent
units. Angular values must be in radians.
_. 1.1 Typical Flight
Fhe program is used to simulate the flight of a lifting-type vehicle (e. g., an Apollo
type vehicle) as it enters the atmosphere of a planet. The only control available is
the roll angle (cO)of the vehicle. The flight path angle (a) is assumed to be constant.
The trajectory generated is divided into seven phases, one of which is a skipout tra-
jectory. This phase is optional since the simulation may be started in any phase.
Once started in a particular phase, the program will proceed sequentially to termin-
ation. A sketch of a typical skipout-type trajectory is shown in Figure 5.
4.1.2 Program Termination Conditions
There are nine ways the program will terminate. The two standard conditions are
(1) the end of phase 7 or (2) end on time (an input quantity). Seven special conditions
are (1) apocenter distance greater than rma (calculated at start of phase 4), (2) flight
path angle greater than Tmax at the start of phase 4, (3) flight path angle less than Train
at start of phase 4, (4) radial distance greater than r m and radial velocity positive
in phase 1, 2, 4, and 6, (5) magnitude of aerodynamic acceleration greater than Gma x
in phase 1, 2, 5, and 6, (6) vehicle speed less than VIN and radial acceleration negative
in phase 3, and (7) program attempting to integrate backwards (probably caused by an
input error). When special condition 7 occurs, some extra output data is included.
This is described in the output section of the User's Guide.
4.2 DESCRIPTION OF INPUT DATA
The input data are arranged in groups (program flags, trajectory data, vehicle data,
physical environment, program control, and trajectory constraints). The symbol
definitions, Section 3.1.3, in most cases give a complete description of a particular
input parameter. However, in some cases, further description will be helpful.
Program Flag Data
The first group of input consists of program flags. These are used to specify the type
of input coordinates, starting phase number, and specify various program options.
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ho
Surface of Reentry Planet
h - Height of atmosphere (at heights greater than this, the
o atmosphere is assumed to have little effect on the vehicle)
1. End of first supercircular velocity phase (constant roll angle control}.
2. End of first constant altitude control phase.
3. End of skipout control phase (commanded roll angle is specified by input}.
4. End of free--fall phase (in normal use, the roll angle has no effect in this
phase}. Constant roll angle control is used.
5. End of second supercircular velocity phase (constant roll angle control}.
6. End of second constant altitude control phase.
7. End of subcircular velocity phase (constant roll angle control}
Figure 5. Trajectory Profile (Schematic)
Trajectory Data
The second group of input is the trajectory data. The initial position may be input in
either cartesian or spherical coordinates. The frequency of calculation of a new con-
trol (new commanded roll angle _) may be specified by the t and At A new con-Gi Gi"
trol is calculated every AtGi time units (seconds are usually used) over the time
interval tGi - tGi_ 1 according to the following scheme:
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t
0
I J I I
AtGi I IAtGi IAtGi I
time of a change
t Gi-1 of phase tGi
IAtGi IAtGi I I AtGi IAtGi I
Calculate a New _0c
ooo
coo
where tGi is an integer multiple of AtGi.
Example: to -- lsec, AtG1 =2 sec, tG2 = 12 sec
AtG2 = 5 sec, tG2 = 20 sec
Assuming no phase change occurred during the first 19 seconds of the trajectory, a
new CPcwould be calculated at the following times: 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20.
The initial body Euler angles may be set to zero unless the program is being started
such that it matches some specific orientation of the re-entry vehicle.
The commanded roll angles co., cp.., and cp__ are used in the constant attitude phases
CJ I 1
7, 1, and 5, respectively (_o usec_also in/_e free-fall phase, 4) Here the cora-l
manded roll angle is set to P_us or minus the input value, depending on which sign is
required to correct for an out-of-plane velocity component. At the point where the
magnitude of the sine of the angle between out-of-plane velocity and in-plane velocity
exceeds • the sign of the commanded roll angle changes.
s'
The commanded roll angle in the constant altitude phase (2 and 6) is calculated by
rr vr -K3(t- Tc)
C0c = _+ [ _ + sin -1 (K1AI: + K2Ar ) +_ e
where
--_<sin-i ( )_2' Icoc] g_'A_ = _;Ar = r- rc; 2
-K 3(t- Tc)
e =0 ilK 3 >I0
and the _+ signs correct for out-of-plane velocity. The gains K 1 and K 2 will be input
as constant if TROPGN = 0.
If TROPGN = 1, K1 and K2 will be calculated as a function of time with a damping ratio
of C (C1 in phase 2, C2 in phase 6) and a natural frequency of T ('_1 in phase 2, _2 in
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phase 6). The intent of this control is to make At and Ar equal zero. Thus, the
vehicle will be at a constant radial distance (rc) with no radial velocity. The input
constant K 3 (K 3 _ K13 in phase 2, K 3 = K23 in phase 6) may be used to add 90 ° to the
commanded roll angle at the beginning of phases 2 or 6. If, at the start of phases 2
or 6, At and Ar are both zero and radial acceleration is positive, ¢0c should be equal
to _ (lift force directed downward) for a short time to keep the vehicle from nbouncing"
off the atmosphere.
The angle of attack, cx, is constant throughout the flight (c_ ¢- c_' during phase 1, 2, 3;
c_ = c_" during phases 4, 5, 6, 7).
The skipout control phase (phase 3) consists of two quadratic control laws
¢0c -_+ [Fo+ F 1 (t- Wc) + F 2 (t- Tc) 2}
where
- _<CD _
c
The F0, F 1, F 2 are equal to F10, Fll, F12, respectively during t 3 -< t < tt 3. During
the interval t' 3 -<t < t 4 (phase 3 modified) the F0, F1, F 2 are equal to F20, F21, F22.
If the program is started in the first part of phase 3, Ttc should equal t 3. If the
program is started in the second (modified) part of phase 3, T t should equal t'c 3"
Values for the drag and normal force coefficients are given by the example problem at
the end of the Userts Guide.
Physical Environment Data
Values for the El, CH, CE1, CE2, ql' q2, Pl-I, kH, m and n may be found in the
example at the end of the User's Guide.
Program Control Data
The printout specification scheme is similar to the nominal control calculation.
time of a change
of phase0 to tpi_ 1 t .i I r*
I% I I I I I t I I
At . I IAt . IAt . t I At IAt . t _" I At . JAt . I
pl pl pl pi pl pl pl
I "v I I I I
Print Output Data
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For example:
t = lsec, At =5 sec, t =35sec, Atp2---2 sec, tp2 =50seco pl pl
Assume a phase change occurs at t = 44.6 seconds. Printout will occur at 1, 5, 10, 15,
20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 42, 44, 44.6, 46, 48, 50°
The 5t 1 and 6t 2 are the step sizes used by the integration routine. The ( 1 and • 2 are
the errors which are allowed between the present time and the time to which the rou-
tine is integrating. Thus, the integration routine will be left when time is to within an
• of the exit time.
The run number is printed at the top of each page of printout and is a convenient means
of identification when many trajectories have been run at once (stacking runs).
Trajectory Constraint Data
All of these parameters have been explained in the beginning paragraphs of this guide
where the nine ways in which the program will terminate are discussed.
4.3 INPUT PROCEDURE
The input data sheets (load sheets) are sectioned off according to column numbers on
a standard IBM data processing card. The numbers in columns 1-5 correspond to the
location (address) of the beginning of a data record. The letters in columns 7-9 spe-
cify the type of data being transmitted (BCI indicates an alphameric identification
header, DEC indicates decimal numbers only). The numbers (or letters) in columns
11-72 are the input data. Columns 6 and 10 are left blank.
For DEC type data the first number appearing after column 10 will be placed in the
location specified by columns 1-5. If a second number appears on the same card, it
must be separated from the first by a comma, and it will be stored in the next suc-
cessive location to the one punched in columns 1-5. The only limit to the number of
numbers on a card is the 72rid column. The last number must not be followed by a
comma. The I:IEC field is in free form where leading and trailing blanks are ignored.
The DEC field may be ended on any particular card by an asterisk (*). Any characters
appearing after an * will be ignored thus providing a convenient means of identification.
The first BCI card is used for accounting identification. The second BCI can be filled
with any identifying label 60 characters long.
Stacking runs is accomplished by establishing one deck of cards that provides a number
for all the required locations. This deck is physically terminated with an WEND" card
where the letters END occur in columns 7, 8, and 9, respectively. After this card
should be placed any cards (BCI and DEC) that provide the desired changes in data
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appearing in the first deck. When the first deck has been read in, computation will
begin and continue until one of the nine termination conditions is reached. Next, the
second group of cards will be read in replacing only those locations specified by the
new cards. When the next END card is reached, computation will again begin. On the
last run, the END card should be followed by a FIN card.
4.4 PROGRAM OPERATION PRECAUTIONS
Be sure that the maximum values of tGi and tpi are greater than or equal to tEN D.
If the program is started in phases 2 or 6 (TRPHSE = 2 or 6), be sure that T c and rc
are set to the desired values of time and radial distance at the beginning of phase 2
or 6. Failure to do so will result in special condition number seven.
If the program is started in phase 3, Tc should be set equal to t 3 if t3 -< to < tt3 •
should be set equal to tt 3 if tt 3 g to < t4" Failure to do so will result in special
condition number seven.
r C
The parameter r
S
phase 4.
must be set to the desired radial distance for the start and end of
The values of c 1 and E 2 should not be so small that they will become effectively zero
as time reaches a large value. If the computer being used has seven significant digits
and time has reached a value of 12,000.00 seconds only two significant digits remain
to the right of the decimal. Thus, an • of 0. 005 is effectively zero. This condition
will cause the integration routine to loop indefinetly. Thus, the smallest E that can be
used is 10 -n where n represents the number of digits to the right of the decimal point
in the value of time at the end of the program.
4.5 INPUT SHEETS
The input data sheets for this program are presented on the following pages.
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4.6 OUTPUT DATA
The output will appear in the following matrix form. See the example at the end of
the UserVs Guide for comparison with printed symbols.
1. t c0c cO qs Q a'
2 X Y Z _[ Y i
3. r 8 ¢0 V T
a a _1 _24. ax y z
5. A_c _" Ar OOpi e)yA
n
fl
_3
wRO
NEXTT3
Phase
No.
Exceptions:
att =t
O
r printed in lieu of iz
at t _ t 4 r and rp a
printed in lieu of i: and Ar, respectively; also an
extra line of print occurs at this time as follows:
5. A_oe r rp a °°PI °_YA ¢°RO
7. X Y Z _: 4/ 7.
a a a a a a
If the run ends on special condition 7, extra printout occurs as follows:
TRCR1 NEXTT1 TRCR2 NEXTT2 TRCR3 NEXTT3 TRCR4 NEXTT4 I*G I*P
T*+ T'SAFE
R*M G*M V COS (GAMMA) V. V'IN TRSBCL
The values of these parameters may give information as to why the error condition
occurred. The TRCRi and NEXTTi are in the symbols definition (3.1.3 - TRCRi are
flags).
I*G ,= i intGiandAtGi
I*P _- jint . and At .
PJ PJ
T*+ = time to which the integration routine is required to integrate to within
E 1 or E 2' depending on the phase.
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T'SAFE _-t.1- 1000 E 1 (or 1000 E2)
R*M --r
m
G*M - G
max
V COS (GAMMA) _ V cos _/
V. --V
V'IN - VIN
4.7 REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE
If NEXTT3 is the minimum of all four
NEXTTi and NEXTT3 > t. - 1000 E then
NEXTT3 is set equal to t!. Thus, 1, 2
if NEXTT3 is calculated to be a negative
number (the program exceeded the time to
change phase), the program will not try to
integrate backwards unless NEXTT3 < t. -
1000 c 1, 2 at which point the program w_ll
terminate on special condition number 7.
The program was used to simulate a single skipout type re-entry trajectory at earth.
The vehicle used as an Apollo type with a lift-to-drag ratio of 0.5. The initial height,
velocity, and flight path angle were about 400,000 ft, 50,000 ft/sec, and -0. 1228
radians, respectively. A printout of the IBM cards punched from the load sheets
preceeds the run, shown in Figure 6. The program was started in phase 1 and ran
through all 7 phases. The final printout, phase 8, occurs only once when the vehicle
has reached a speed equal to VEND in phase 7. This particular run took about 15
minutes of IBM 7040 computer time (on-line printer). A brief discussion of the input
follows the input deck listing and simulation printout.
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4.7.1 Input Deck Listing
I } BCI , TYPICAL EARTH SINGLE SKIPOU! SIMULATION - V*O = 49,980 FPS
£ 11 DEC 0., I., 1. * IRINP, IRPHSE, TRSBCL
114 DEC--O., O. * TROPGN, TRACC
I 16 DEC 2.132569 El, 0., O. * RmO, LAM*O, MU_O
I 19 DEC 49980., -.1228, Io5707963 * V*O, GAM*O, A*O
I---22 DEC 500., 1920., I. E6
I 32 DEC I., 64., I.
I 42 DEC 0., 0., O.
I 45-DEC 3., T_gg, .7
I 48 DEC 0., 0., .3926991
} 51 DEC 0., ITO00.
} b3--DEC .013 ,T,-6_08 _-_3, .I
I 56 DEC .5411t .3926991
I 58 DEC .0131, 6.08 E-3, .I
- I 6 I---DE_., • 54 11, • 392_-9 t_[t--O-.
I 64 DEC 0., 0., O.
1 67 DEC 0.1 O.t O.
• T*G[, T'G2, T'G3
* DELT*G1, DELT*G2, DELT*G3
• ALPH*IO, ALPH*20, ALPH*30
• K-PHI, BTA*PHI_PS*S
* T'C, R'C, PHI*O
• PHI*C3, V'IN
* K*I1, K*12_3
• ALPHP, PHI*I1
• K*21, K'22, K'23
• ALPHPP_P_--T*_(.P
• F*IO, F•llt F*12
• F•20, F•21, F'22
-i- I0 DEC 2_f3256g--E_-250.. 250. • R_S, T_-_,--T*-3P
1 /3 DEC 0.,0. • C•VPC, C•APC
1 75 DEC 1.5057098, -1.8170089, .92657443 • C*DO, C•2, C•4
- [ - 7_ DEC-I.-3-OO874-i_------[-.-3843-O04_295259-89---_--C-:mNAL PH, C_3 _-C_5- ...........
I 81 DEC 341.6149, .75, 129.4
I 84 DEC 22485.927, -9927.7736, 1679.8636
--I 87 DEC_-i27.17953, 3.605921
I 89 DEC 19800.
I 90 DEC 0., 3.3343024 E-IO
- I -'92- DEC-0.,--5:05.-i:8
I 95 DEC .00175
I 96 DEC 3., .5
• M, R•N, S
• E*O, E•l, E•2
• E*3, E•4
• C•H
• C•EI, C•E2
• Q*I,--Q•2,--P*H-
• KeH
• M-EX, N-EX
-I .....98 DEC 32.2, 32.2
I I00 DEC .0027, 4.2553191 E-5
l 102 DCC 2.0925739 El
--I I04-0EC--35_-,-3-75_-,2100_%-,-2-170.
I 108 DEC 2300.t 1o E6
I 114 DEC 35., 125., 350., 70.
I 124 DEC O.t 2. E4, I000.
1 127 DEC .5, .OOI
I 129 DEC 54., .01
1 141 DEC I.
I }43 DEC I0., 2.1425 ET, 2.336 E7
i14b DEC 4., -4.
END
• G•O, G*E
• RHO*0, BETAP
• CAPR
• TiPI,_T*P2,--T*P3;-T*P4 ....
• TmP5, TmP6
• DELT*PI, I=I,2,3,4
• D[LIiPS, DELIiP6 ...........
• T•O, T*END, V'END
• DELTml, EPIml
• RUN NUMBER
• G•MAX_ R•M_ R•MA
* G_iMAX;--G_•MIN ............
Figure 6
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4.7.3 Input Parameter Explanation
Program Flags
TROPGN was set to zero so that constant gains (Kll , K21 , K12 , K22 ) were used in
phases 2 and 6. If TROPGN had been set to 1, _1 and _2 were set to 0.7 and T1 and
T2 were set to 20, the trajectory during phases 2 and 6 would have been smoother.
Better constant altitude control results from using the time-varying gains.
Trajectory Data
tGi, AtGi - see section on Program Control - delta t 2 and E2 below.
fl _ -- 0. 698 rad/sec = 40 ° sec. This maximum roll rate is close to the maximum roll
rate attainable by Apollo type vehicles.
E s = 0.7. This is an unrealistically large value if there is any desire to keep the
vehicle in its initial flight path plane. Using this value, the vehicle went as far as
900,000 feet out-of-plane. Better in-plane control results using values like 10 -3.
However, since the vehicle must roll one way or the other in order to correct for out-
of-plane velocity components, the normal force is pointed up (or down) more often
than if the vehicle had not roiled. This can have a considerable effect on the
successful re-entry region of the vehicle.
T c, r c, T'c were input as 0 even though they needn't have been input at all since the
program was not started in phases 2 or 3.
VIM = 17,000 ft/sec. This is about 70 percent of circular velocity where it is
expected that the vehicle will not be able to remain at a constant altitude even with the
normal force directed all the way up.
F10, Fll, F12, F20 , F21 , F22 were set to zero since no better skipout control
policy was available.
r s was set equal to the initial radial distance so that the free-fall phase (4) will start
when the skipout control phase (3) gets the vehicle up to a height of about 400, 000 ft.
t 3 and t' 3 = 250 sec. This value was guessed at to allow the vehicle to lose speed in
the constant altitude phase for about 170 seconds.
Cvpc and Capc were set to zero (not used anyway since TRACC = 0) since the change
to constant altitude control was desired at _ = 0. It may be more desirable to change
to constant altitude control sooner if the commanded roll angle in the constant altitude
control phase (1 or 5) is greater than 7r/2. This may be accomplished by choosing
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appropriate values for C and C
vpc apc'
Program Control
and setting TRACC equal to 1.
6t I = 0. 5 and E 1 -- 0.001 were set to these values because they seemed reasonable.
For this particular run time reached a value of about 7000 seconds. Since the com-
puter used had 8 significant figures, 4 were left to the right of the decimal. Thus an
E I of. 0001 is large enough to prevent looping in the integration routine.
5t 2 -- 64 and E 2 = 0. 01. The parameters 5t 2 and E 2 are used only in phase 4 (free-
fall phase). If phase 4 is started at an altitude of 400, 000 feet, the effect of the atmos-
phere will be negligible and the vehicle's trajectory will be that of an ellipse. For this
reason, the step size can be made large in the integration routine. This will allow
real time to be much shorter than the trajectory time in phase 4. For these same
reasons, the nominal control calculation interval (Z_tGi) should also be made large.
In order that the integration routine not be left more often than intended, the At G used
in phase 4 should be an integer multiple of 5t 2. In this run, At G was made equal to
5t 2. The problem comes in inputting the proper values of t G so that the large At G
does not get used in phases 3 or 5. The best procedure for determining proper values
of t G is by experience.
Trajectory Constraints
Gmax = 10 was used because it is the standard maximum level of acceleration (in
earth gts) at which a pilot can remain usefully conscientious.
r m _ 21. 425 • 106. This radial distance is about 100, 000 feet above the initial radial
distance. If the vehicle is at this height, _ is positive and the program is in phases
1, 2, 5, or 6, it is assumed that an unintended skipout has occurred and the program
will terminate on special condition number 4.
rma = 23.36 • 106. This is the radial distance of the lowest Van Allen belt from the
center of the earth. If the r a (apocenter distance) calculated at the beginning of phase
4 exceeds this value, the program will terminate on special condition number 1.
4.7.4 Characteristics of Phase 4
If r s is set equal to the initial radial distance, we may assume that atmospheric effects
will be negligible and that the trajectory will be an ellipse with a focus at the center of
the re-entry planet. Thus, the velocity and magnitude of the flight path angle will be
the same at the beginning and end of phase 4 (phase 4 begins and ends when r _ rs).
This may be helpful in running the program since it may be possible to know what will
happen to the trajectory by looking at the velocity and flight path angle at the
beginning of phase 4 (i. e., the run may be terminated at the beginning of phase 4).
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5.0 OPERATOR'S AND PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE
5.1 GENERAL INFORMATION
Program 133 was originally written by the Los Angeles Laboratory of AC Electronics
in FORTRAN IV for use on an IBM 7040.
Program 133 is a straightforward program which requires no overlay and does not
read or write tapes. All one has to do is to add the data deck on the end of the problem
deck (source or object) with proper control cards.
_ should be noted that any attempt to compile and/or execute the program under any
_ystem different from that described below may require modifications.
5.2 DECK ARRANGEMENT
The order of the FORTRAN decks that comprise 133.0 is shown by the compilation
listing as well as by the 8 1/2 by 11 vellum 407 listing, but will also be enumerated
here in condensed form.
DECKS DESCRIPTION
133
COMPN
INITO
COMBRA
NOMIN
NOMCOM
COMPHI
COMAER
COMACC
SUBVA L
COMNT
ATUDE
OUTCON
DASTOR
SNP
SOUT2
OUTNI
EVAL
PRC
INPUT
ACINTG
Driver
Computes nominal trajectory
Initializes nominal trajectory
Computes reference body axes
Controls nominal trajectory
Computes guidance control angle, _c
Computes roll angle _0
Computes aerodynamic forces
Computes acceleration
Evaluation of next time and constraints
Computes next time
Computes vehicular attitude variables
Evaluates program state
Computes output variables and call print subroutine
Computes elliptical radii
Prints the output
Prints out program inputs
Evaluates trajectory derivatives
Dummy subroutine (not used)
Required by integration subroutine
Reads input data
Integrates position, velocity and evaluation
parameters
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5.3 MACHINE CONFIGURATION
Program 133 was compiled and executed on an IBM 7094 Mod II computer using the
AVCO IBM 7094 IBSYS operating system supplied by NASA/ERC.
Table 5-1 contains the unit table configuration used under this system.
FUNCTION SYMBOL PHYSICA L LOGICA L
FORTRAN IV
Library 1
Library 2
Library 3
Library 4
Card Reader
On-line Printer
Card Punch
Output
Alternate Output
Input
Alternate Input
Peripheral Punch
Alt. Peripheral Punch
Check Point
Alternate Check Point
Utility 1
Utility 2
Utility 3
Utility 4
Utility 5
Utility 6
Utility 7
Utility 8
Utility 9
SYSLB1
SYSLB2
SYSLB3
SYSLB4
A1
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
SYSCRD
SYSPRT
SYSPCH
SYSOUI
SYSOU2
SYSINI
SYSIN2
SYSPPI
SYSPP2
SYSCK1
SYSCK2
SYSUT1
SYSUT2
SYSUT3
SYSUT4
SYSUT5
SYSUT6
SYSUT7
SYSUT8
SYSUT9
RDA
PRA
A0
A3
A3
B3
B3
B4
B2
B5
B5
A4
B1
A2
B2
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
6
5
7
1
2
3
4
ATTACHED UNITS NOT ASSIGNED
A5 B6
A6 B7
A7 B8
A8 B9
A9 B0
INTERSYSTEM RESERVE UNITS
None
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5.4 PROGRAM TERMINATIONS
There are three types of program terminations that could occur during a run, each of
which is discussed below.
5.4.1 Input Card Errors
These are errors on the input cards that prevent the input routine from interpreting
the data on the card properly, and are usually the result of keypunching mistakes or
improperly prepared data.
'i)on encountering an error of this type, the input routine prints the card in error
,flowed by the comment "ERROR ON THE PRECEDING CARD%
5.4.2 Terminations Occurring During Calculation
The condition/error codes and messages which terminate a case are as follows:
RUN ENDS ON SPECIAL CONDITION N
The possible condition/error codes that could be printed in the above format are listed
below.
CONDITION CODE (N)
1
2
3
EXP LANATION
Free-fall elliptical radius too large (beginning of phase 4)
Initial flight path angle for free-fall too large (beginning of
phase 4)
Initial flight path angle for the free-fall too small (beginning
of phase 4)
Vehicle radial distance too large (phases 1, 2, 5, and
6 only)
Acceleration is too large (phases 1, 2, 5, and 6 only)
Skipout not possible because of low velocity (phase 3 only)
Time to integrate to less than current time. (Error
Condition)
5.4.3 Abnormal Errors
Examples of errors falling in this class are:
1.
2.
Overflow or too many underflows (if the system has a limiting number);
Time estimate is exceeded and the job is terminated by the system
before completion.
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5.4.4 Terminating Comments
The three possible types of terminating comments are:
1. Messages as described in 5.4.1, 5.4.2, and 5.4.3
2. RE-ENTRY HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED
(This comment implies successful end of phase 7)
3. END NOMINAL TRAJECTORY
(This comment implies successful end of case -- ends on input time. )
O
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7.0 APPENDICES
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7.1 TRANSLITERATIONS
1. FORTRAN IV to Math
2. Math to FORTRAN IV
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1. FORTRAN IV to Math
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AA (1) _f CA PC C apc
ABAR _a CCH CH
AC _a CD C D
AC(I) I=I, 2, 3 X,Y,Z CDZE C D
o
AFIVE(I, J) A 5 CEI Cel
AFOR(I, J) A 4 CE2 Ce2
AICH h CFIV C 5
AL(1) _1 CFOR C 4
AL(2) _2 CKII KI1
A L(3) _3 CKI2 KI2
ALFA _ CK13 K13
ALFI or' CK21 K21
A LF2 _" CK22 K22
ALZE (1) I=l, 2, 3 _ CK23i K23
O
ATHR (I, J) A 3 CKONE K1
ATOO(I, J) A 2 C K.PHI K
CKTHR K3
BATA _' CKTWO K2
BETA /3 CN C N
BPHI _ CNAL C N
CTHR C 3
CTWO C 2
CVPC C
vpc
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D
D
DE LPHI
DE LT 1
DE LT2
DTGO(I)
DTPR(1)
EDOTN
EE(I)
EFI
EF0
EF1
EF2
EF10
EFll
EF12
EF20
EF21
EF22
ELA
DEE (I) E LE e
1,X
2, Y ELP p
3, Z
EM M
DEEM
EMU U
EN N
6t 1
ENM N
6t 2
EPI1 E 1
At G
EPI2 E
At 2
P EPS E
s
ESS S
n
ESUB(I) E.
E. 1
1
FBAR a
F o
FPRI a'
F 1
F 2
GEAR
FI0
GEE
Fll
GMAX
F12
GSURF goF20
F21
F22
a
e
ge
g
G
max
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OM_G(1)
OMEG(2)
OMEG(3)
OMPHI
PHI
PHIl1
PHI21
PHIC
PHIC 1
PHIC 3
PHIL
PmZ
PIZ (1)
Wp I
c°yA
oJ
_o
co, c0.
I
_°11
c021
_oc
C°cl
_°c3
¢i-1
co
o
RADP r
P
PADS r
s
RBAR r
RDDOT [_"
RDOT
RHO 0
ROSUR Po
ROZa)
o
RSUBN R N
RSURF R
RT(I)
RVA (1) V
-a
RVZE(1) X ,Y ,Z ,
:_o_o _o
I= 1,2,3,4,5,6 o' o' o
QUE Q
R_)
RA_)
PAD
RADA
RADC
RADM
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r
r
-a
r
r
a
r
c
r
m
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SKH
SMLM
SMLN
SMLQC
SMLQR
SMLQS
_PH
SQ1
SQ2
SR(2)
SR(3)
TCPR
TEND
TGO(I)
THATA
TIMEC
TIME3
TIME4
TNEXTa)
TNOW
TPR(I)
TZERO
m
n
qc
qr
qs
PH
ql
q2
W !
c
tEND
tGi
T
c
t 3
t 4
NEXTT.
1
t,t.
1
T.
pl
t
o
UP(I) U
-p
UR(D U
--r
uu_) u
--u
try(_) u
--V
vg)
VAa)
VBAR
VEDOT
VEEA
VEND
VIN
VT(1)
V
V
--a
V
V
a
VEND
VIN
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2. Math to FORTRAN IV
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a
a
a t
a
e
A
o
A 2
.\
3
A 4
A 5
AC, ABAR C
ape
FBAR C
vpc
FPRI C D
ELA C D
O
RVZE (6) C 3
ATOO(I, J) C 5
ATHR(I,J) C N
AFOR(I, J) CN
AFIV(I, J) C2
C4
Cel
Ce2
CH
CAPC
CVPC
CD
CDZE
CTHR
CFIV
CN
CNAL
CTWO
CFOR
CEI
CE2
CCH
D
D
e
E.
1
E
n
n
DEE (1)
l,X
2,Y
3, Z
DEEM
ELE
ESUBI, EE (1)
ESUBN
EDOTN
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f
m
F 0
F 1
F 2
FI0
FII
FI2
F20
F21
F22
AA(1)
EF0
EFI
EF2
EFI0
EF11
EF12
EF20
EF21
EF22
g
ge
go
G
max
GEE
GEAR
GSURF
GMAX
h AICH
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K 1
Kll
K12
K13
K21
K22
K23
K¢
SKI-I
CKONE
CKTWO
CKTHR
CKll
CK12
CK13
CK21
CK22
CK23
CKPHI
M
m
EM n SMLN
SMLM N EN
N ENM
NEXTT i TNEXT (I)
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P
PH
rio
ELP
SPH
PIZ (I)
ql
q2
qc
qr
qs
Q
SQ1
SQ2
SMLQC
SMLQR
SMLQS
QUE
r R (I), RBAR
-[t RT(I)
r RAD
RDOT
_" RDDOT
r RA (I),RVA (I)
-a
r RADA
a
r RADC
c
r RADM
m
r RAMAX
nla
r RADP
P
r RADS
S
R RSURF
R N RSUBN
_Ro ROZ(I)
0
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S ESS t
o
t, t i
t 3
t' 3
t4
tEND
T
pi
TG.
1
T
c
W !
c
TZERO
TNOW
TIME3
TTPR
TIME4
TEND
TPR(1)
TGO(I)
TIMEC
TCPR
U UP(1)
-p
U U_(X)
--r
u uua)
-u
u uv(_)
--v
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V
o
V
--a
V
a
V
V
V
l
IN
END
RVZE (4)
VA g), RVA (I)
VEEA
VBAR, vg)
V_.E
VT(1)
VIN
VEND
VEDOT
Xo' YO' Zo RVZE g)
I -- 1,2,3
RVZE (1)
I ---4, 5,6
AC(I)
I = 1,2,3
ALFA
¢_' ALFI
or" ALF2
_1 AL(1)
_2 AL(2)
a 3 AL(3)
a. ALZE (I)
lO
I = 1,2,3
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_t
E
1
E 2
A_
c
At
P
At G
6t 1
6t 2
T
Tmax
Tmin
BETA
BATA
BPHI
EPII
EPI2
EPS
DELPHI
DTPR(1)
DTGO(1)
DELTI
DE LT2
GAMMA
GAMAX
GA MIN
O0
°)pl
°_yA
_o, _i
_i-1
%
t0 c
_cl
t°c3
c911
_°21
OMPHI
OMEG(1)
OMEG(2)
OMEG(3)
PHI
PHIL
PHIZ
PmC
PHIC 1
PHIC3
PHIII
PHI21
EFI
RHO
ROSUR
71 CKI2
72 CK22
CI CKII
C2 CK21
A
o
k
RVZE (2)
SR(2)
THATA
_t SR(3), EMU
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7.2 PROGRAM LISTING
The original of the program listing is supplied with the program deck.
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